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GUIDE TO THE SNAKES OF COLORADO

(Revised)

W. HARRY JONES-BURDICK

The original Guide to the Snakes of Colorado, published in 1939,
is out of print, and research in the last ten years has brought to light
several forms new to the state and has indicated the previous inclusion
of some others to have been in error. Museum expeditions have on
several occasions revealed both "new" snakes and range extensions
for forms already known. There is every reason to expect further
modification of the picture within the state as research continues. To
aid both the layman and the scientific worker to complete the picture,
this Guide is published in expanded form.

Snake Stories

Probably no other group of living things has as rich (and errone-
ous) a folklore among civilized and otherwise well-educated peoples
as the snakes. True, no one believes any more that a horsehair in
a watering trough turns into a snake, but there are hundreds of
equally fantastic legends which have persisted. The whip snake
(Masticophis) is reputed to pursue its victim and beat him with his
long "braided" tail! The "blow-snake" or "puff-adder" (Heterodon)
is alleged to have a poisonous breath—so poisonous as to wilt vegeta-
tion and immobilize animal life! Snakes are credited with hypnotic
powers to charm the prey and cause it to come within reach of the
charmer's jaws! The rattle-snake, the prairie-dog, and the burrowing-
owl have been believed to live amicably together in the same burrow,
while actually the snakes eat the 'dogs and perhaps the young owls,
and the owl definitely eats both 'dogs and snakes. Their presence
in the same area is merely an example of a balanced food-chain asso-
ciation. Equally false is the belief that Colorado's blue-racers, red-
racers, water "moccasins" (Natrix only, in Colorado) , the spread-head
"vipers" (Heterodon) and many other proven harmless snakes are
as poisonous as the rattlesnake. The fact is, that only a snake with a
rattle on its tail can be considered to be poisonous in Colorado. You
have probably heard of other bizarre characteristics of snake behavior,
such as the mother snake swallowing her young for protection, the
milk-snake milking a cow, the killed snake's tail wriggling until sun-
down, and most fantastic of all —the hoop-snake which takes its tail
in its mouth and rolls down the hill with dire design. If these things
are true, they have never been observed by any scientific investigator
in the more than two hundred years that such studies have been going
on in America.
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Snake Facts

Snakes and lizards arc relatively closely related, both being placed
in the same order, Squamata (scaly-ones) . Some lizards have no legs,
but most have eyelids. No snake has eyelids, but some may have
remnants of hind-legs (the pythons) , and all have a lower jaw which
can become "disjointed" to swallow prey larger than the snake. Both
lizards and snakes periodically shed their skins; lizards in patches,
and snakes the whole skin—even that over the eyes—like the stripping-
off of a rubber glove. It is interesting to note here that the rattlesnake
gains a new rattle-section with each shedding. A snake, then, is a
dry-scaled animal, essentially legless, without eyelids, with a character-
istic "disjointing" lower jaw, and which sheds its skin in one piece.
There are many other unusual anatomical characteristics, not all of
which are peculiar to the snakes alone.

The snake's tongue—which seems to be continually darting in and
out of its mouth—is a truly wonderful structure. Since snakes have
very degenerate ears with no external opening, the tongue has been
considered by some to be an accessory organ of hearing, but this is
apparently not true. The tongue functions as an extremely sensitive
touch organ or "feeler" and in addition serves to transport odors to
the olfactory or smell pits in the roof of the mouth. This may explain
why a curious or aroused snake will extend the forked tongue far out
and above its head and wave the delicate tips in the general direction
of the observer. Perhaps this enhanced smell sense compensates for
the snake's essential deafness. Snakes are deaf in the sense of inability
to detect finer vibrations transmitted in the air. They will react to
vibrations transmitted by the ground or floor, but are completely
insensitive to what we ordinarily call sound. The realization of this
sensory lack poses a difficult question as to the usefulness of the
rattle to the rattlesnake. To date, there is no satisfactory answer, and
there is no completely satisfactory scientific theory to explain how
the rattlesnake got the rattle in the first place!

Another most interesting anatomical feature of the rattlesnake
and its allies is the facial pit, which is an organ for the directional
detection of heat. This was determined in 1937 by the late G. K. Noble
by means of carefully controlled experiments. It was found that a pit-
viper with all other senses rendered inactive could detect and strike
with accuracy a heat-radiating object. This seems more than adequate
compensation for the loss of hearing. Warm-blooded prey may re-
main motionless and silent to escape detection by sight and hearing,
but cannot control the radiation of heat from the body. This heat
sense, combined with a super-keen sense of smell and with the ability
to kill by means of an injected poison, makes the rattlesnake and its
allies extremely efficient in the competition for food.

Scientific Names

Serious workers in any of the branches of biology soon come into
contact with a precise nomenclature--the scientific name. All living
things which have come to the attention of scientific workers have
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been given a Latin or latinized name consisting of at least two parts.
The first part is the group or generic name, corresponding to our
family name; the second is the more individual or specific name,
corresponding to our given name. If a third name is used it segregates
an even smaller category, the sub-species, which corresponds to our
use of the middle name. The specific or sub-specific name first used
and published will forever after belong to the form described and
will mean the same thing to a scientific worker in Tasmania as it
does to a scientist in Denver. Latin is used because it is a dead
language; that is, it is no longer subject to change either in form or
interpretation.

Certain arbitrary rules govern the written use of these names.
The more important rules follow: The generic name is always capi-
talized; the specific and subspecific names are never capitalized.
Species names must not be used without indicating the genus at least
by its initial letter. Subspecies names must not be used without the
genus and species or at least their initials.

The international rules of scientific nomenclature require one
more additional item in the use of the Latin name. This is the in-
clusion of the name of the author of the specific or the subspecific
name. It is customary to place this name immediately after the whole
Latin name when the name is used for the first time in a title or dis-
cussion. In the descriptions in this pamphlet it will be noted that
sometimes the author's name is enclosed in parentheses ( ). This
means that since the author described the particular form it has been
put in a different genus.

Use of the Key

The key which follows should identify any species of snake known
or suspected to be in Colorado. Where more than one subspecies of
any species occurs, a separate subspecific key will be found preceding
the discussion in the body of the guide. Several snakes are present in
collections, or have been reported, whose normal occurrence in the
state is questionable. These forms are included in the key, but their
detailed description is abbreviated in the discussion section. Any
specimens identified as belonging to these questioned forms have
been indicated by an asterisk (*) and should be sent to the Museum
as indicated under "Shipping Instructions" at the back of this leaflet.

Never attempt to identify a specimen from memory: always have
the specimen before you and carefully check each character as you
come to it in the key. Always start at the beginning of the key: never
omit a step in the procedure. Each choice in the key has an alternative
and the pairs are numbered. All known Colorado snakes will fit in
one alternative or the other of the first pair. Decide which statement
fits the speen at hand, then proceed to the key number indicated
at the end of that line. Choose an alternative from this pair and pro-
ceed to the next number. Repeat this until your selection is followed
by the name of a snake. Check your identification with the description
given under the name of the snake in the following section of this
guide.
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KEY TO THE SNAKES OF COLORADO

Figure 1. Read of Rattlesnake
showing the facial pit between

eye and nostril.

1. No pit between eye and nostril; no rattle or button on end of tail
(Harmless Snakes) 2

Deep pit between eye and nostril (Fig. 1); tail ending in a rattle
or horny button (Family Crotalidae, Rattlesnakes) 24

Figure 2. tio ooth seales; met 114 I
or coun,ing scale rows.

Figure 2. Keeled scaleki.

2. Scales on back with a ridge down their center, keeled (Fig. 2) _

All scales on back and tail smooth, not keeled (Fig. 3) _ _

Figure I. Iiiyided anal plate. Figure 5. 17ndiyided anal plate.

3

(3

3. Anal plate (underneath at base of tail) divided (Fig. 4) 4

Anal plate not divided (Fig. 5) 6

Pigure (;. new' of
Snake.

I lo,g-nosed

4. Plate on end of nose (rostra!) turned up in front, ridged above
(Fig. 6) _ Western Hog-nosed Snake, page 8

Rostral plate not turned up, not ridged above 5
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5. Pattern on back composed of a series of cross-bands; all scales on
back strongly keeled Water Snake, page 16

Pattern on back composed of a series of blotches, never banded;
scales keeled only on middle of back Rat Snakes, page 12

6. Pattern on back composed of square blotches, more or less run to-
gether on neck region _  Bull Snakes, page 13

Pattern composed of a middle and two side stripes   7

7. Lower lip scales less than 8; belly with a double row of clean-cut
black spots   Lined Snake, page 18

Lower lip scales 8 or more; belly never marked with two regular
rows of spots   8

8. Tail (portion of snake behind anal plate) more than one-fourth of
the total length; upper lip plates light and never bordered with
black   Western Ribbon Snake, page 18

Tail less than one-fourth of the total length; upper lip plates dark
or bordered with black 9

9. Middle stripe not sharply defined, sometimes broken; belly usually
mottled or dotted centrally with black or dark gray

 Gray Garter Snake, page 17

Middle stripe clear-cut, not broken; belly never mottled and if
dotted, dots concealed under preceding plate 10

10. Side stripes on second and third rows of scales (See Fig. 3)_ 11
Side stripes on third and fourth rows of scales  12

11. Middle stripe yellow or yellow-green; ground color interrupted by
a series of brick-red bars at the sides __Red-barred Garter Snake, page 18

Middle stripe orange or orange-yellow; prominent, large, jet-black
spot or pair of spots on back of head and neck

Southwestern Garter Snake, page 17

12. Middle stripe rich yellow or orange; ground color dark with two
rows of large black spots usually involving one or more whole
scales, in a checker-board pattern Plains Garter Snake, page 17

Middle stripe yellowish or greenish-write; ground color grayish-
brown or yellow-brown with small black spots not producing an
obvious checker-board pattern and never involving whole scales_ _

Arizona Garter Snake, page 17

13. Anal plate (underneath at base of tail) divided (See Fig. 4)
Anal plate not divided (See Fig. 5) 

Wigure 7. Single row of plates
under tail.

16
14

14. Plates under tail in a single row (Fig. 7) _ Long-nosed Snake, page 15

Plates under tail in a double row (See Fig. 5) 15
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15. Pattern on back a series of alternating bands; scales in less than
25 rows around mid-body (See Fig. 3) Western Milk Snake, page 14

Pattern on back a series of rectangular blotches; scales in more
than 25 rows around mid-body Faded Snake, page 12

16. Scales in more than 19 rows around mid-body (See Fig. 3) 17

Scales in less than 19 rows around mid-body 18

Figure S. Head of Rock Snake,
elliptical pupil.

17. Pupil of eye elliptical, cat-like (Fig. 8); belly unmarked
Rock Snake, page 19

Pupil of eye round; belly marked by two staggered rows of square
dark spots Rot Snakes, page 12

18. Color of back uniformly amber to brownish yellow; top of head
black Black-headed Snake, page 19

Color of back not uniformly amber, top of head not a distinctly
different color from body_ ._. 19

Figur,5. Ilead or Green Snake,
undivided nasal plate.

Figure 10. Head of Blue Racer;
divided nasal plate; two

preoculars.

19. Nostril in center of a single plate (Fig. 9)

Nostril between two plates (Fig. 10)

H. chili of Green Snake.

20

21

12. Chin or Ground Snake.

20. Color of back brilliant grass green; rear pair of chin ;hields as long
as front pair (Fig. 11) Western Smooth Green Snake, page 9

Color of bock gray to red or dark brown, uniform or with dark cross-
bands; rear pair of chin shields shorter than front pair and sepa-
rated by a small scale (Fig. 12)  Great Plains Ground Snake, page 15
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Figure 13. Head of Ring-necked
Snake. single preocular.

21. Neck prominently marked just behind head with a narrow ring of
the same color as the belly; only one scale (pre-ocular) in front
of eye (Fig. 13)  Prairie Ring-necked Snake, page 8

Neck never ringed by belly color; two scales in front of eye
(See Fig. 10) 22

22. Scales in 15 rows around body just in front of tail (See Fig. 3)
  Racers, page 10

Scales in 11 or 13 rows just in front of tail  23

23. Scales near middle of body in 15 rows; five dark stripes on a cream
background along sides of body Striped Whip Snake, page 11

Scales near middle of body in 17 rows; sides of body never striped
Whip Snakes, page 11

24. Top of head with nine large plates; rattle comparatively small
Western Massasauga, page 21

Top of head with small scales except for plates over eyes 25

25. Pattern on back a series of diamonds; tail with 3 to 6 conspicuous
black rings   Western Diamondback, page 21

Pattern on back a series of rectangular or rounded blotches; mark-
ings not completely encircling tail Prairie Rattlesnakes, page 22
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DESCRIPTIONS OF COLORADO SNAKES

Family COLUBRIDAE

This is the largest family of snakes. The vast majority of species
and individuals which are not poisonous to man belong here. All
Colorado species of this family are totally harmless, but may bite when
angry or teased. Many species because of their fooa habits are true
friends of the farmer and should be protected whenever possible.

Subfamily COLUBRINAE

The genera in this category are all purely terrestrial or land-pre-
ferring forms. Its members seldom enter water voluntarily. Most of
them spend their time prowling over the ground hunting food, some
will climb low trees or course through the branches of brush and
bushes, and a few are mainly burrowing types. The larger members
of this group prefer either other reptiles or warm-blooded animals for
food.

*Prairie Ring-necked Snake

Diadophis punctatus arnyi Kennicott
Fig. 13

Adult snakes average about 1 foot in length, maximum 20 inches.
Body form rather slender with the head well set off by a narrow neck.
The head is very prominent because of the dear-cut band of bright
yellow which is complete across the neck and the back of the head.
Color of back except for the ring a uniform bluish slate, gray, or
black. Belly yellow, marked with black dots scattered or in pairs.
The eyes are relatively small when compared with the Racers or Whip
Snakes

Feeds on almost anything it can find. Smaller snakes, earthworms,
small toads, and various insects have been recorded.

Reported from Colorado only twice, and these records are very
old. To be watched for in the southeastern quarter of the state, par-
ticularly along the Arkansas River and its main tributaries. These
snakes are secretive and will most likely be found under rocks, tree
bark, or other debris.

Western Hog-nosed Snake

Heterodon nasicus nasicus Baird and Girard

Fig. 6: Plate I

Adults usually under two feet in length. Body thick, head blends
into body without any narrowing at the neck. Tail short and with
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a tendency to curl tightly when the snake is first captured. Ground
color gray to light yellowish-gray. Middle of back with a series of
close-set brown spots, with two sets of smaller spots on each side op-
posite the spaces between the large spots. Two bands of rich brown
behind eye from top of head to angle of jaw. Belly black, usually
with irregular light yellow blotches. Scales in 23 rows near mid-body.
Top of snout with 8 or more small scales.

Plains of Colorado east of the Rockies, particularly common in
sandy areas.

Feeds primarily upon toads but sometimes will take lizards and
small snakes in captivity.

This genus is the clown of the snake world and the world's worst
bluffer. When teased, the snake flattens the head and neck, puffs
the body to a prodigious size, and hisses threateningly. If provoked,
it may strike repeatedly but without opening the mouth, and has
never been known to bite. When freshly caught, the snake puts on
an almost unbelievable performance if the teasing is continued—it
plays dead! One might imagine that the snake believes that dead
snakes always appear with the belly up, so it turns over on its back,
writhes in simulated agony—usually with the mouth open and the
tongue hanging out—and finally comes to a limp rest. The snake may
be picked up or draped over a fence without betraying the slightest
outward sign of life. It will betray itself only if placed on its belly
in normal position. Immediately it flops back upside-down! This
whole behavior pattern wears off after a few hours or days in captivity.

*Western Smooth Green Snake

Opheodrv.s vcrnalis blanchardi Grobman

Figs. 9, 11

Adults usually under 20 inches, average about 15 inches. Body
slender, head only slightly set off from body. Color on back a uniform
brilliant leaf or grass green. Belly pale yellow or greenish-white; lips
showing the belly color. Scales in 15 rows near mid-body. Nostril in
the center of a single plate.

Foothills of Colorado generally. Probably not actually rare but
not well represented in collections. This western form prefers the
moist wooded areas of the foothills.

Apparently feeds exclusively on insects, mostly caterpillars.

Very gentle and inoffensive, can seldom be induced to bite. Very
secretive in habits and only rarely seen.
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Racers

1. Color of back blue-gray, bluish, or greenish; upper lip plates 7 on
a side   Blue Racer, page 10

Color of back olive-brown, greenish, dark green, or blue-gray; upper
lip plates 8 on a side  Salt Lake Racer, page 10

Note: Juvenile specimens (first and early second year) of
Coluber and some Masticophis have a color pattern which makes
them appear entirely different from their elders. The young
Coluber has a back pattern of saddles or crossbands (See Plate II)
while the belly and chin are spotted with brilliant orange or reddish
circles. Since the juveniles are always small (under 15 inches) and
the scales never keeled, there should be little confusion with any
other form.

Blue Racer

Co1 Wier ron.slrir Ir». fla,frioenti IA Say

Fig. 10: Plate II

Adults with uniform dark coloration on the back, without pat-
tern. Belly straw or pale yellow: upper lip plates 7, darker than
belly. Nostril between two plates. Average size of adults in Colorado
about 30 inches, maximum up to 5 feet in the southeastern plains
area. Body somewhat thicker than the whipsnakes following. Head
rather well set off from body. Tail long and gently tapering.

Plains of Colorado east of the Rockies, usually in brush areas
near water in a somewhat rocky habitat. Very common around stock
tanks, particularly those dammed with stone.

Feeds primarily on small mammals, notably the meadow-mouse.
Grasshoppers, lizards, other snakes, birds, and birds eggs have been
recorded. The prey is killed by being pressed to the ground, not by
constriction in spite of its specific name.

*Salt Lake Racer

Coluber constrictor mormon Baird and Girard

Coloration similar to the Blue Racer above, except that a yellow-
brown form is often seen in many parts of its geographic range. Aver-
age and maximum sizes appear to be somewhat smaller than the Blue
Racer but with proportions the same. Distinguished primarily by
the number of upper labials (8 on a side) and the geographic range.

Habitat similar to that of the Blue Racer but found only west
of the Continental Divide. Recorded only from Mesa and Delta
Counties in Colorado.

Food habits like those of the Blue Racer. -
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Striped Whip Snake
Masticophis taeniatus taeniatus (Hallowell)

Adult size averages 3 to 5 feet. Body form long and slender with
a prominent head, narrow neck, and a long gradually tapering braid-
ed-appearing tail. Whole width of back dark brown with the scales
near the head and the plates of the head tipped or edged with light
cream. Sides marked with five dark stripes on a yellow or cream
background. Belly cream color toward the head, shading to pinkish,
with a brown stripe appearing on each side toward the rear. Tail
usually unstriped.

Found in Colorado west of the Rockies in the Colorado River
drainage. Recorded from Moffat, Garfield, Mesa, Montrose, and
Montezuma Counties. In Moffat County this snake seems to prefer
the brush areas.

Food habits typical of all the Whip Snakes. The hulk of its diet
probably consists of lizards and grasshoppers.

Whip Snakes

1. Distinct horizontal white stripe bordered by black just in front of
eye; juvenile specimens with a blotched pattern Red Racer, page 1 1

No stripe in front of eye; juveniles with cross bands on neck and
back  Western Whip Snake, page 1 1

*Red Racer

Masticophis flagellum frenatum (Stejneger)

Adults average 3 to 4 feet, maximum probably about 51/2 feet.
Body form like the Whip Snake, above. Color of back yellow-brown
to reddish with 2 or more distinct black cross bands on neck. Head
and neck often dark brown or black. Belly light yellow or cream,
much blotched with darker color toward the head.

Recorded only from Mesa Verde National Park in Colorado.
Habitat and habits like the Western Whip Snake, below.

Western Whip Snake

Masticophis flagellum testaceus (Say)

Adults average 3 to 4 feet, maximum about 6 feet in length.
Body long and slender and, with the braided-appearing tail, closely
resembles a "black-snake" whip. Head relatively large and well sepa-
rated from body by a thin neck. Color of back light yellow-brown,
brown, or (around Pueblo) quite reddish; usually with indistinct
bands of slightly darker color ten to fifteen scales in width. In juvenile
specimens, the dark bands on the neck are separated by 3 or more
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scales from the lighter color. Belly light yellow or orange to dingy
brown.

Plains of Colorado east of the Rockies and generally south of
the South Platte. This snake is essentially a grass-land form, preferring
dry regions usually well away from water-courses.

Food habits similar to the Racers, but here the preference seems
to be for lizards.

This snake is extremely curious. It has been known to follow a
human being on the prairie for as much as a mile. The snake usually
follows a path parallel to that of a man, often racing ahead when the
man slows down and then raising its head above the grass to watch
whatever is going on. The term "racing" should be used with reser-
vations, however, since the top speed of snakes in this genus has been
found to be only a little more than 3.5 miles per hour.

*Rat Snakes

Elaphe laeta laeta (Baird and Girard)

Elaphe laeta intermontanus Woodbury and Woodbury

Adults average about 30 inches with a maximum length of a
little under 4 feet. Body form somewhat slender with the head not
distinctly set off. Pattern on back a series of 35 to 65 irregularly
rounded dark gray or brown blotches widened crossways. Ground
color gray. Toward each side there are two rows of alternating smaller
rounded blotches with the lowermost row often being indistinct.
Belly white or creamy usually with two square black or brown spots
on each belly plate, giving the appearance of two staggered rows of
blotches. The throat is usually unmarked. Middle scales of back
very weakly keeled or entirely smooth.

Food habits unknown.

There are two subspecies found in Colorado. These are readily
separated on geographical grounds, but are very difficult, even for
the expert, to separate on a purely anatomical basis. The Intermoun-
tain Rat Snake, Elaphe laeta intermontanus Woodbury and Wood-
bury, is found west of the main body of the Rockies in the Colorado
Basin area. It has been recorded from Mesa and Garfield Counties.
The anatomical distinction rests largely on an increased number of
belly plates. The snake in appearance is a slightly grayer, slightly
smaller edition of its sister subspecies to the east. Emory's Rat Snake
E. 1. laeta (Baird and Girard) occurs east of the Rockies, having
been recorded from Pueblo and Prowers Counties.

*Faded Snake

Arizona elegans elegans Kennicott

Adults of this species average between 25 and 30 inches, but
they have been recorded as long as 3 feet 81/2 inches in other states.
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Plate I

Plate II

Hog-nosed Snake, Heterodon nasicus nasicus (B.& G.)
(Van Riper photo)

Juvenile Blue Racer, Coluber constrictor flaviventris (Say)
Blotched pattern is lost during second year. (Swenson photo)
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Great Basin Gopher Snake, Pituophis catenifer deserticola
Steineger. (Swenson photo)

Head of Common Bull Snake, Pituophis catenifer sayi
(Schlegel) Note protruding nose plate (Van Riper
photo)



Plate V

Plate VI Water Snake, Natrix sipedon sipedon (Linn& (Swenson
photo)

Western Milk Snake. Lampropeltis doliata gentilis (B C.)
(Swenson photo)



Plate VII Gray Garter Snake, Thamnophis elegant vagrant (B. & G.)
(Van Riper photo)

Plate VIII Head of Prairie Rattlesnake, Crotalus viridis viridis Rafines-
que. High speed photograph II 5000 sec.) of strike.
(Van Riper photo)



In appearance, this snake closely resembles the Common Bull Snake,
both in form and in marking. As the common name suggests, how-
ever, the pattern is not brilliant. There is a series of about 55 brown-
ish or gray blotches down the back on a ground color of light yellow
or cream. The sides are mottled with two obscure alternating rows
of blotches. The belly is very light without markings.

Feeding habits are not well known, but the prey is constricted.
Lizards have been eaten by captive specimens, and have also been
recorded in stomach contents studies.

To date, this snake has been recorded only from the extreme
eastern part of Colorado. It is sometimes called the Glossy Snake be-
cause of its highly polished appearance.

Bull Snakes

I. Rostral (nose) scale much higher than wide and protruding sharply
(See Plate IV); black or dark brown blotches toward the head,
separated from each other and from the side blotches by a thin light
line forming a chain-like pattern Common Bull Snake, page 13

Rostral as wide as high or only slightly higher than wide, not pro-
truding sharply; blotches either not black or not separated from
those on the sides 2

2. Blotches block toward head and fused with those on the sides to
form a pattern of enclosed light squares (See Plate III); blotches
toward the tail always black Great Basin Gopher Snake, page 14

Blotches on back brown or reddish-brown, pattern toward head not
of light squares   Arizona Bull Snake, page 14

Bull snakes in general are constrictors and squeeze their prey to
death before eating it. There are many records of their feeding upon
pocket-gophers, wood-rats, barn-rats, rabbits, ground squirrels, and
occasionally birds and bird's eggs. These snakes are able to enter the
burrows of their rodent prey, kill it there and, if it is large, drag it
out and eat it. The food habits of Bull Snakes make them particularly
valuable to the farmer, and many farmers protect them rigorously.

Common Bull Snake

Pituophis eaten if er sayi (Schlegel)

Plate IV

Size large, often reaching a length of 7 to 8 feet, average 4 to 6
feet. Body rather stout in form. Color above yellowish to orange-
brown with a pattern of large dark brown or black squares down the
middle of the back and two rows of smaller and lighter blotches al-
ternating along the sides. Toward the head these blotches enclose
the light ground color to form a chain-like pattern. Belly yellow and
markedly spotted with large dark blotches. Nose plate more than
twice as high as wide.
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Food habits typical.
The Common Bull Snake is found over Colorado generally east

of the Divide in practically all habitats except those in or very near
water.

Great Basin Gopher Snake

Pituophis catenifer desert icola Stejneger

Plate III

Similar to Common Bull Snake except as noted in key.
This subspecies is found west of the Rockies. Records exist from

Moffat, Mesa, Montrose, and Montezuma Counties.

*Arizona Bull Snake

Pilitophis catenifer affinis Hallowell

This subspecies is similar to the Common Bull Snake except as
noted in the key above.

Locality records for this subspecies have come only from Archu-
leta County. In other states the Arizona Bull Snake prefers a drier
environment than do the other forms. Whereas the Common Bull
Snake and the Gopher Snake are prairie and cultivated land forms,
this is a true desert snake.

Western Milk Snake

Lampropeltis doliata genielts (Baird and Girard)

Plate V

The average size of the adult snake is about 20 inches, 30 inches
being very large for this form. The body is very cylindrical, the head
small with only a little narrowing at the neck, and the tail is rather
short. The coloration of this species has caused many people to re-
port it as the poisonous coral snake. The coral snake has never been
found in Colorado; its closest approach is western Arizona. In the
Milk Snake, the pattern consists of red bands bordered by black, with
narrow yellow rings separating the black. The belly is white or yel-
lowish, mottled with an uneven continuation of the black bands of
the back. The back of the head is black with the snout red or mottled
red and black. The coral snakes, on the other hand, are completely
ringed with the three colors, but the black rings are bordered by
yellow.

Food habits are not well known, but captive specimens occasion-
ally will take young mice and lizards.

This snake has been recorded widely throughout the state, largely
from pine woods areas. It is definitely an upland form, showing a
marked preference for the foothills and lower mountains.
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*Long-nosed Snake

Rhinocheilus lecontei tesselatus Garman
Fig. 7

Adults average about 2 feet in length. The maximum recorded
is only an inch over 3 feet. The body is long and quite cylindrical.
The head is somewhat small and the tail moderately long. The char-
acter which distinguishes this snake from all other harmless snakes is
the undivided plates under most or all of the tail. Only the ratde-
snakes, copperheads and the water moccasins in the United States
also have the under-tail plates not divided. The color pattern is dif-
ficult to describe. The general appearance is that of a speckled snake.
Careful analysis shows, however, that there is a series of large dark
brown or black blotches alternating with narrower bands of reddish,
yellow, or white which extend down the sides. These dark blotches
are spotted with light and the light areas are spotted with black. The
belly is white or yellow, sparsely marked with black spots.

Food habits are not precisely known, but captives accept lizards,
small rodents and small snakes.

The range of this snake in Colorado is unknown, but a record
exists from Prowers County. It should be expected throughout the
eastern plains region. It is a burrowing snake and seems to be active
mostly at night.

*Great Plains Ground Snake

Sonora episcopa (Kennicott)
Fig. 12

This is a small snake never over one foot in length. The head
is small and unusually short; the snout is very round. Color above
quite variable, ranging from gray to red or dark brown. These forms
may be uniformly colored, or the lighter ones may have a small but
variable number of dark cross bands on the back. The belly is always
light colored and unmarked.

Very little is known about the habits of this snake since it is very
secretive and very poorly represented in museum collections. It is
thought to be a burrower and presumably feeds on insects and other.
small invertebrate forms.

Range in Colorado unknown. One specimen has been recorded
from Las Animas County.

Subfamily NATRICINAE

Most of the genera in this group show fairly obvious relation-
ships with the water-snakes (Natrix). All of the Colorado representa-
tives are found more or less close to water and most of them are
partly aquatic. They feed primarily upon cold-blooded prey. All of
them have the nasty habit of discharging the evil-smelling contents
of the anal glands through the vent when freshly captured.
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Water Snake

Notrix sipedon sipedon (Linne)

Plate VI

Average size about 30 inches; very large specimens may reach 41/2
feet. This is a heavy-bodied snake with a marked tendency toward
flattening, particularly when angry. The head is well set off from
the body and is spread quite wide when the snake is cornered and pro-
voked. These snakes are alarmingly pugnacious and will bite if given
an opportunity. The heavy body and villainous behavior have earned
it the common designation of "moccasin" and consequent confusion
with the poisonous water moccasin. The Water Snake, however, is
non-poisonous. Furthermore, the true water moccasin does not occur
in Colorado, approaching no closer than southeastern Kansas. The
color of the back is quite brilliant in young snakes, fading to a dirty
dark mud color in old individuals. 'The pattern on the first third
of the back consists of wide cross-bands of brown or reddish-brown
on a tan or grey ground. Farther back the cross-bands are replaced
by squarish blotches alternating with smaller blotches on the sides
(See Plate VI) . Belly yellow or gray marked with half-moons of
bright red or reddish-brown.

The food of this snake consists entirely of fish, amphibians, and
crayfish. Stomach analyses have indicated that it is not a predator on
game fish, but that it much prefers the suckers and slower minnows
which plague the fisherman.

Colorado records indicate the distribution of the Water Snake
along all of the main streams east of the Rockies. It is never found
far from water and often can be seen draped on drift wood or tree
branches above the stream, or coiled in bower-like "nests" along the
grassy banks of permanent lakes and ponds.

Garter Snakes

These snakes are undoubtedly the most common snakes in the
state. Wherever they occur they are in abundance and there is hardly
a stream or body of water in the state without its permanent popula-
tion of these pretty reptiles. Because of their fondness for water, they
are usually called "water snakes" by the local people. This is par-
ticularly true of the Gray Garter Snake because the stripes are not at
all apparent on most individuals. Six separate species are known to
occur in the state. While the record is far from complete, probably
no county is without at least one species, many have as many as three,
and Baca County leads with four species. The food habits of all the
species are similar, the diet being restricted largely to cold-blooded
prey—earthworms (preferred) , frogs, and fish.
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*Southwestern Garter Snake
Thamnophis eques eqttes (Reuss)

Average length about 20 inches; maximum probably under 3
feet. Body rather slender, head well set off. Middle stripe a bright
orange-yellow and very distinct, being confined to a single scale row
except on the neck. Side stripes on second and third scale rows usual-
ly lighter than the middle stripe and sometimes greenish-yellow.
Ground color between stripes brown, with the keels of the scales often
reddish. A prominent white crescent mark occurs behind the angle
of the mouth followed by a jet black blotch which often unites with
its fellow on the other side over the back of the head. Lip scales are
boldly edged with black, particularly under the eye. Belly gray-white
or light greenish-yellow and marked with small black spots usually
concealed under the scale next ahead.

Recorded only from Baca County where it was found in company
with the Gray Garter Snake and the Plains Garter Snake.

*Arizona Garter Snake
Thamnophis macrostemma (Kennicott)

Size of average adult about 20 inches. Body form somewhat
slender, tail almost one fourth of total length. Color above grayish-
brown with the middle and side stripes of whitish-yellow or greenish-
white. Side stripes on third and fourth rows of scales. Pattern between
stripes, if present, of 2 rows of black spots. Belly greenish-yellow.

Recorded only from "Rio Grande", Colorado, in 1873.

Gray Gaiter Snake
Thamnophis clegans vagrans (Baird and Girard)

Plate VII

Length up to 3 feet. Body form rather stout—especially after
gorging itself on its favorite food, earthworms. Color above greenish
gray or dark gray-brown. Center stripe either irregular or interrupted,
side stripes indistinct; both a dingy yellow in color. Two rows of small
black blotches on either side of the middle stripe, often meeting and
completely obscuring the stripe. Belly usually mottled or blotched
with dark gray or black.

As the subspecific name implies, this snake is a "wanderer"
throughout the mountainous areas of Colorado. It is often the only
snake found at elevations much above 7,000 feet. The list of county
records is impressive, no less than 22 being represented. Only the
low plains areas seem to lack this species.

Plains Garter Snake
Thamnophis radix (Baird and Girard)

Length commonly up to 3 feet. Body form moderately stout, head
moderately set off. Color of back dark grayish-brown, olive, or black,
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with a bright orange middle stripe and slightly less bright side stripes
on the third and fourth scale rows. Pattern between stripes, if appar-
ent at all, made up of two indistinct rows of alternating square blotch-
es. Belly unmarked, usually greenish-white or light yellow.

Very generally and abundantly distributed in the plains area
cast of the Divide. This form is less aquatic than the other garter
snakes and consequently is often found quite far from water. It is
not at all unusual to find it in the back yards, parks, and vacant lots
of even our largest towns.

. *Western Ribbon Snake

Thamnophis sir talts proximus (Say)

Length up to 3 feet 8 inches. Body form quite slender (hence
the name) with a prominent head and very long tail. Color of back
greenish or dark brown with a middle stripe of reddish, orange, or
brown-orange. Side stripes pale greenish-white or yellow. Belly yel-
low-white or greenish-white, usually unmarked.

In the wild state this snake seems partial to amphibians, pre-
ferring salamanders and the small tree frogs. In captivity they will
accept live fish and frogs.

Recorded only from Baca County.

Red-barred Garter Snake

Thamnophis ordinatus parietalis (Say)

Average size of adults about 20 inches, maximum about 3 feet.
Body form more slender and tail slightly longer than the Plains
Garter Snake, head not prominent. Pattern is the typical 3 stripes of
the garter snakes, with the middle stripe yellow, and the two side
stripes on the second and third scale rows somewhat lighter. The
distinctNe character is the presence of red vertical bars above the
side stripes. These bars may only be apparent between scales when
the skin is stretched or sometimes the scales themselves are edged
with red.

The habitat is similar to that of the Plains Garter Snake, the two
often being found together within their mutual range. However, the
Red-barred Garter Snake does not stray quite so far from water. The
species seems to be restricted in Colorado to the northeastern counties
comprising the drainage of the South Platte River.

*Lined Snake

Tropidoclonion lineatum (Hallowell)

Size small, adults average less than 12 inches in length; maximum
on record 20 inches. Body form rather heavy for a small snake, with
a small, short head and a short, rapidly tapering tail. Color pattern
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much like the garter snakes, with a middle stripe and a fainter whitish
or yellowish stripe on each side. Side stripes are located on the second
and third scale rows. Ground color between scale rows is a dark
grayish-brown. Belly white or very light yellow with a conspicuous
double row of large clear-cut black spots. These regular rows of large
spots serve to distinguish this snake from all others in the state.

The favorite food is earthworms. In the wild state it pulls them
out of their holes by main strength—often with the snake's tail firmly
anchored by twining around any handy object.

Recorded in Colorado only from a very local area west of the
city of Denver although there is a report of its occurence at Colorado
Springs. It should be expected in the same range as the Red-barred
Garter Snake. Since these snakes are quite secretive in habits, look
for them under rocks, boards, or trash.

Family BOIGIDAE
This category is a convenient pigeon-hole in which to place

those snakes in Colorado which either have grooved fangs in the back
of the mouth (Tantilla) or whose salivary glands in part have been
converted to poison glands (Hypsiglena). It must be emphasized,
however, that these snakes are harmless to man.

*Rock Snake
Hypsiglena ochrorhyncha Cope

Fig. 8
Size of adults between 12 and 16 inches. Body form moderately

heavy with the head slightly set off. Pattern definitely spotted with
a middle row of medium-sized spots, flanked by an alternating series
of slightly smaller spots and these in turn by another row of still
smaller alternating spots below them. The appearance is that of five
rows of dark brown or black polka dots on a gray, pale brown, or
yellow background. Belly white and usually unmarked. The pupil
of the eye is elliptical—a vertical cat-like slit. The teeth in the back
of the upper jaw are enlarged, but lack any sign of channels or
grooves. The saliva is poisonous but is only sufficient to subdue
(seldom to kill) the small lizards upon which it feeds. The poisonous
quality is of only academic interest and certainly no grounds for re-
garding this snake as anything but harmless to man.

Feeds on small lizards, probably only at dusk and during the
warm early evening.

Recorded from Montezuma and Pueblo Counties. To be expected
at lower elevations in southern, south central, and western Colorado.

*Black-headed Snake
Tanana nigriceps nigriceps Kennicott

This is a small snake, usually under a foot in length with a maxi-
mum of 14 inches. Body form very cylindrical with a minute head
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and a normally tapering tail. Color of back light amber or yellow
with a conspicuous black or dark brown cap covering the snout, the
top of the head, and extending onto the first few scales of the neck.
Belly pink or salmon-red. The surface texture is quite polished and
glistening as befits a burrowing snake. The enlarged teeth in the
back of the upper jaws are grooved as if to conduct poison. There is
no direct evidence, however, that this snake actually has an even
mildly poisonous saliva. Even if it did, the small size of the snake,
its miniature jaws, extremely minute teeth, and its habit of attempt-
ing to hide between the fingers when captured render it almost path-
etically harmless to man.

Stomach contents analyses indicate a diet of centipedes and earth-
dwelling insect larvae.

Ranges over Colorado east of the Rockies at elevations under
6,000 feet.

Family CROTALIDAE

This family is made up of the poisonous snakes otherwise referred
to as the Pit-Vipers. This name refers to the facial pit described in
the introduction and includes the rattlesnakes and moccasins. The
rattlesnakes fall into two genera, Sistrurus and Crotalus, both of which
are found in Colorado. The moccasins (including the Water Moccasin
and the Copperhead) are referred to the genus Agkistrodon—none of
which are found in Colorado.

Snake Bites

No ix)pular account including more than passing reference to
snakes dangerous to man would be complete without some mention
of the treatment of snake-bite. Most of the folklore of snake-bite
‘`cures" is not only false but actually increases rather than diminishes
the danger. A few simple rules will suffice to clarify this danger and
give the snake-hunter, or anyone else who reads this, a common-sense
plan of attack.

First, make sure it was a rattlesnake that bit you. This point of
identification is of primary importance, because if it wasn't you may
safely wash the wound, apply some antiseptic if you wish, and forget
it. But, if it was, you are in for at least 48 hours of careful treatment.

Second, if it was a rattlesnake, apply a tourniquet between the
bite and the heart. Place it near the bite, but not too close, and tie
it loosely—only tight enough to stop the flow of lymph beneath the
skin, never so tight as to stop the blood flow.

Third, sterilize the skin with iodine or some alcoholic solution
over and around the bite and, using a razor blade or a sharp knife
(also sterilized, use a match flame if necessary) make cross cuts
through the fang marks about 1/4 inch deep.

Fourth, immediately start sucking. Don't hesitate to use your
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mouth, because it works much more efficiently than the suction bulbs
in snake-bite kits. Remember, snake venom is a protein substance
much like egg-white and is harmful only in the blood stream and
freshly-wounded tissues. Continue the suction, moving the tourniquet
as swelling advances and

Fifth, get to a doctor, preferably at a hospital, as quickly as
possible. Go, even if as much as 24 or 36 hours have elapsed since the
bite. Rattlesnake venom is insidious and has been known to produce
delayed reactions which can only be treated by a physician with hospi-
tal facilities. Once there, be prepared to stay at least two days.

There is a serum on the market designed especially for the treat-
ment of snake-bite. It is called Antivenin (Nearctic Crotalidae) and
is available in most areas. 'The dosage is tremendously large, however,
and since many people are allergic to certain serums, its use should
be undertaken only by a physician except in the case of gravest emer-
gency.

Treatments involving potassium permanganate, whiskey taken
internally, cauterization by any means, and superstitious remedies in-
volving split chickens or anything not in the spirit of the outline
above are a waste of valuable time and in most instances do more
harm than the snake-bite itself.

*Western Massasauga
Sistrurus catenatus tergeminus (Say)

Adult specimens Qf this snake average about 2 feet. Very large
individuals will be only slightly more than 3 feet. Body form quite
heavy but usually flattened in cross-section. Head swollen and promi-
nently set off by a moderately narrow neck. Tail short and tipped
by a somewhat miniature rattle. Color above gray-brown with a series
of large, rounded, crosswise-widened blotches of red-brown or black
usually bordered by a fine white line. Two alternating rows of small-
er blotches on each side. Belly light straw yellow, irregularly dotted
with brown. The top of the head is covered by nine large plates ar-
ranged the same way as in harmless snakes.

The food preference seems to be mice, although frogs may be
taken. The mice are struck and allowed to die before being eaten.
Frogs, on the other hand, are swallowed immediately and alive.

Reported from Baca and Kiowa Counties. To be expected in
the Arkansas Valley and south.

'Western Diamondback

Crotalus airox Baird and Girard

Length averages about 41/2 feet, maximum may exceed 7 feet.
Body very stout with a very large swollen head. 'rail short and rattle
large and prominent. Color pattern a series of large diamonds placed
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point to point, with white borders, often a black line next inside
with the remainder of the diamond made up of minute dots. Ground
color buff or gray. Tail ringed with black and white contrasting
sharply with the body pattern.

Feeds largely upon rabbits but may occasionally take birds.

Recorded only once, from Trinidad. Reported often from many
parts of the state, but none of these reports have been verified by
systematic identification.

Prairie Rattlesnakes

1. Light colored stripe behind eye 1 or 11/2 scales wide and bordered
by a dark color; body blotches dark, usually outlined with a no row
light border, ground color dark or medium dark

Common Prairie Rattlesnake, page 22

Light stripe behind eye 2 or more scales wide, poorly defined or
absent; body blotches faint or absent; ground color very light and
faded in appearance Midget Faded Rattlesnake, page 23

Common Prairie Rattlesnake

Groh'Itts viridis viridis Rafinesque

_ Fig. I: Plate VIII

Average length of adults between 3 and 31/2 feet; maximum
length slightly over 5 feet. Mr. Sam R. Hill of Denver, who has had
wide experience with rattlesnakes, informs me that the largest rattlers
are found in the northwestern part of the state. The region north of
Craig, Colorado, may boast of once having had a Prairie Rattlesnake
slightly over 5 feet in length.

The color of the Common Prairie Rattlesnake varies from a yel-
low-gray through brown to a definite green, with the blotches gray.
brown to brown. The pattern consists of a series of large squarish
blotches sometimes split down the middle or with half of a blotch
uniting with half of the one preceding or following it. A less distinct
row of smaller blotches lies on either side of the middle series. The
tail and rear part of the body appear more or less banded but not
of different color from the remainder of the body. Belly light and
unmarked.

Its food seems to be restricted to mammals only, with a preference
for prairie dogs, gophers, rats and mice. It is unfortunate that it is
also dangerous to man, for its food preferences make it valuable and
very efficient in rodent control. I seriously question that the economic
losses from rattlesnakes, where they are allowed to live, equal in any
measure those incidental to some of the drastic rodent-control measures
which become necessary where rattlesnakes (and incidentally most
other snakes) have been exterminated in organized hunts and the
blasting of "dens".
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This rattlesnake has been recorded from most of the counties
of Colorado except those on the west-central border comprising the
Colorado River Basin. It is to be expected in all of Colorado except
this region and the high mountain areas.

*Midget Faded Rattlesnake

Crotalus viridis concolor Woodbury

Adult size less than 30 inches. Body form identical to the Com-
mon Prairie Rattlesnake. Colors and pattern also similar, but very
light and faded, usually straw, cream or yellow in color.

Food and habits like the Common Prairie Rattlesnake.
Recorded from western Mesa, southwestern Delta, and northern

Montrose Counties. To be expected throughout the western portion
of the Colorado River Basin area.

Further information on snakes may be obtained from the following general
books:

Field Book of Snakes, by K. I'. Schmidt and D. D. Davis, Putnam, 1941
Snakes and Their Ways, by C. H. Curran and C. Kauffeld, Harper and Bros.,

1937
Snakes Alive and How They Live, by C. H. Pope, Viking Press, 1937
The Reptile Book, by R. L. Ditmars, Doubleday, 1907 and 1935
Snakes of the World, by R. L. Ditmars, Macmillan, 1931.

*Identification Service
The University of Colorado Museum is particularly interested in those forms

which have been marked by an asterisk. Some of these are rare, some are probably
common, but none of them are well represented in any collection of Colorado
snakes. The Museum welcomes any snake, however, that interested individuals
wish to send to it. In return, the Museum will promptly send you an exact
identification, and answer, or attempt to answer, any technical questions you may
wish to ask. Please write the Museum when you send any specimens and give
exact locality data, the circumstances of capture, and any observations you may
have made. The science of herpetology is woefully ignorant of many details of
the life history of the individual forms. One need only note the frequency of the
terms "unknown", "probable", "is thought to be", etc., in this and all other general
works. You may have knowledge (but be sure it's knowledge and not hearsay)
which will fill a gap in the understanding of the life about us. Ask us or tell us,
but by all means make use of your Museum.

Shipping Suggestions

Snakes are best shipped alive. They may be placed in a small cloth bag,
securely tied, which in turn should be placed in a box or carton. No food or water
need be included but two or three small holes should be punched into the con-
tainer. Be sure to include a card plainly marked with the exact locality from
which the specimen came and the date it was collected (example: 5 mi. NE
Boulder, Boulder Co., Colorado; June 4, 1947; John Doe).

Dead specimens should be preserved in 10% commercial formalin (4% formal-
(lehyde) or in 70% alcohol, sealed in a fruit jar and packed in excelsior or paper
in a carton. Collecting data should also accompany such a shipment.

Shipments should be sent by Express Collect to

University of Colorado Museum
Boulder, Colorado
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